TheVaporPro is one of the ONLY 100% PCI compliant USA electronic cigarette companies
Since 2009 TheVaporPro remains one of the ONLY USA e-cigarette companies that is 100% PCI compliant maintaining the highest levels of internet security.

What Is PCI Compliance?
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is a proprietary information security standard for organizations that handle cardholder information for the major debit, credit, prepaid, e-purse, ATM, and POS cards. Defined by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council, the standard was created to increase controls around cardholder data to reduce credit card fraud. Validation of compliance is done annually — by an external Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) that creates a Report on Compliance

What does this mean to you?
It means that your Credit Card information is never seen, handled or stored. In fact, we never have access to your credit card number if it is encrypted between your computer and your bank using strong EV-SSL High Grade 256 bit AES banking security and (AVS) validation. To view TheVaporPro Trustwave PCI certification you may visit here. To find out more about PCI Compliance, you may visit the PCI Security Standards Council website.

Frequently Asked Questions "FAQ's"

* What is an electronic cigarette "E-Cig, Personal Vaporizer"?

* Credit Card Home Billing Address Information

* Polycarbonate Plastic Tanks Warning

* How to select your Atomizer and Cartridge

* Do's and Don'ts

* New eGo-C / eGo-T battery in the Starter Kit is shipped in the turned off position and must be turned on before use

* What is in our Smoke Juice / E-Liquid and the vapor that is inhaled?

* How does an "eCigarette, Personal Vaporizer" work?

* Do I need to purchase pre-flavored or pre-filled replacement cartridges or may I fill my own JOYE 510 / JOYE eGo / JOYE eGo-T / JOYE eGo-C cartridges: What is dripping

* Will your Smoke Juice / E-Liquid work with my electronic cigarette?
**What is the difference between 36mg X-High, 24mg High, 16mg Medium, 11mg Light, 8mg Ultra Light, and 0mg mean when selecting the strength of my Smoke Juice?**

**What does PG and VG mean "Custom Blend vs. 100% VG?**

**How many cigarettes is a bottle of Smoke Juice equal to?**

**Can I use my “E-Cig, Personal Vaporizer” anywhere?**

**eCigarette, E-Cigs, Personal Vaporizers – can anyone purchases one?**

**Care, Use, Maintenance and Average Life of consumables (Atomizers, Batteries and Cartridges) for JOYE 510 / JOYE eGo / JOYE eCab Personal Vaporizers**

**JOYE 510 Quickstart Guide**

**JOYE 510 Electronic Cigarette Instruction Manual**

**JOYE 510-T Quickstart Guide**

**JOYE eGo and eGo-T and eGo-C Quickstart Guide**

**JOYE eGo-C / eGo-T Rebuildable Atomizer Assembly Guide**

**How to tell if you have a Genuine Joye eGo Battery**

**My USPS tracking number does not show the status of my package**

**Warranty Return**

**Legal:**

What is an electronic cigarette "E-Cig, Personal Vaporizer"?

An electronic cigarette, also known as the best E-Cig or a Personal Vaporizer, can be used as an alternative to imitate cigarettes, cigars, or pipes by providing the physical sensation of smoking or "vaping". It is comprised of a mouthpiece/cartridge, atomizer and rechargeable lithium ion battery. The best e-cig sold here provides vaporized USP/ Food grade propylene glycol, vegetable glycerin, flavoring, water, PGA and, if desired, nicotine. The E-Cig does not actually "burn" anything, which is the major cause of the 4000 carcinogens that are found in a burning tobacco cigarette.

When looking for a personal vaporizer aka "e-cig" that offers great performance the main factor is the size of the battery that can provide the power needed and a acceptable use time between battery charges the larger the battery (Battery capacity measured in mAh) the fewer charges that are needed between uses. A good rule of thumb is to avoid any e-cig that looks at all like a real tobacco cigarette. Many first time users want a device that looks like the real thing but there are several factual reasons why you would not want a device that looks like a real tobacco cigarette.

1. The devices that look like the real thing have very tiny batteries that are under powered and have a very short use time. These are the devices that are sold in gas stations and convenience stores or have come in a case that looks like a real pack of smokes. 2. Since the size is small they only can hold a tiny amount of smoke juice and will require filling more often. 3. And the big one is confusion and the inability to tell the difference which causes bans on their use. Since the everyday anti-smoker cannot tell the difference between a real tobacco cig and a device that is made to look like a real tobacco cig some cities are starting to ban the use of both tobacco and electronic devices. By using a device that does not look real not only do you get the performance you want and expect people can see the difference and will not confuse the electronic device with a real tobacco cigarette.
* Their smoke contains over 4000 chemicals.
* Their smoke leaves you smelling like an ashtray.
* Cigarettes are very expensive.
* Cigarettes produce ash.
* Cigarettes produce trash.
* Cigarettes cause cancer.
* This list could go on for pages.

Personal Vaporizers / eCig:

* Limited ingredients.
* Produces vapor, not smoke.
* Vapor doesn't cling to you, you won't smell like an ashtray.
* No lighter required.
* No ashtray required.
* With a quality equipment and a quality Smoke Juice, Vaping is MUCH cheaper than smoking.
* You can choose how much nicotine you want, from zero (mg up to thirty six 36mg.
* No smelly clothes.
* No yellow teeth.
* Sense of smell returns.
* Sense of taste returns.
* Again this list could also go on for pages.

PV's / eCig's are a adult novelty that may be used as a nicotine delivery device. The reason that PV's are so successful is because they provide the oral fixation, the hand to mouth motion of smoking, the nicotine if you choose and the sensation you feel in your mouth, throat and lungs.

Note: You will not find an eLiquid (the Smoke Juice that the eCig uses) that tastes exactly like a specific brand of smoking cigarette. This is not possible, as the taste you get from a tobacco cigarette is created by burning 4000 chemicals, different filler materials and less than 20% real tobacco. A eCig does not burn anything it vaporizes Smoke Juice made of a base liquid and flavoring that is contained in a cartridge. The standard tobacco flavors that you will find available will taste more like what a fresh tobacco cigarette smells like before it is lit. That is the actual taste of tobacco.

Joel Nitzkin, Chair of the Tobacco Control Task Force for the American Association of Public Health Physicians concluded that "If we get all tobacco smokers to switch from regular cigarettes to electronic cigarettes, we would eventually reduce the US death toll from more than 400,000 a year to less than 4,000, maybe as low as 400." (1)

Four very well known doctors, from the popular TV show "The Doctors", have also studied the electronic cigarette and was featured as one of their top 10 key health trends.

"If you're one of the millions of people out there, you're addicted to smoking, there may finally be some hope for you, the electronic cigarette. It gives you nicotine but it doesn't give you any of the other 4000 chemicals that can cause cancer among other problems." - Dr. Travis Stork from "The Doctors" (2)
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Comparison of the Effects of E-cigarette Vapor and Cigarette Smoke on Indoor Air Quality.

(Short title – Assessment of E-cigarette Vapor and Cigarette Smoke)
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ABSTRACT
Context: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have earned considerable attention recently as an alternative to smoking tobacco, but uncertainties about their impact on health and indoor air quality have resulted in proposals for bans on indoor e-cigarette use.
Objective: To assess potential health impacts relating to the use of e-cigarettes, a series of studies were conducted using e-cigarettes and standard tobacco cigarettes.

Methods and Materials: Four different high nicotine e-liquids were vaporized in two sets of experiments by generic 2-piece e-cigarettes to collect emissions and assess indoor air concentrations of common tobacco smoke byproducts. Tobacco cigarette smoke tests were conducted for comparison.

Results: Comparisons of pollutant concentrations were made between e-cigarette vapor and tobacco smoke samples. Pollutants included VOCS, carbonyls, PAHs, nicotine, TSNAs, and glycols. From these results, risk analyses were conducted based on dilution into a 40 m3 room and standard toxicological data. Non-cancer risk analysis revealed "No Significant Risk" of harm to human health for vapor samples from e-liquids (A-D). In contrast, for tobacco smoke most findings markedly exceeded risk limits indicating a condition of "Significant Risk" of harm to human health. With regard to cancer risk analysis, no vapor sample from e-liquids A-D exceeded the risk limit for either children or adults. The tobacco smoke sample approached the risk limits for adult exposure.

Conclusions: For all byproducts measured, electronic cigarettes produce very small exposures relative to tobacco cigarettes. The study indicates no apparent risk to human health from e-cigarette emissions based on the compounds analyzed.

Polycarbonate Plastic Tanks Warning (sometimes sold as a clearomizer)

WARNING ABOUT POLYCARBONATE TANKS

Use polycarbonate plastic devices at your own risk

Becoming popular are the inexpensive polycarbonate plastic (PC) cartomizers. There are some e-liquid flavors that can cause polycarbonate tanks to cloud or crack.

TheVaporPro is not responsible for any damage to your clearomizers, tanks, cartomizers or devices made from polycarbonate plastic. Care must be taken to keep such devices in a case when not in use and not to overtighten, drop, bend or apply pressure to the polycarbonate plastic tank.

E-Liquids made for polypropylene plastics have been reported to sometimes affect polycarbonate devices: cinnamon red hot, acidic flavors that contain orange or, lemon, etc., strong mint flavors, or some sour e-liquids. It has been very rare for this to occur with Smoke Juices but can occur as the industry uses different plastic formulas of polycarbonate in there manufacturing. If in doubt always use polypropylene tanks made by Joyetech.

NOTE: If the tank becomes cloudy or cracks not caused by physical damage, discontinue use, the tank is made from polycarbonate. Only use those flavors in a tank made from polypropylene plastic.

Genuine Joye tank cartridges are made from Polypropylene plastic (PP) and will not be affected by any flavor of water soluble Wicked Vapor® or Sinful Vapor® Smoke Juices.

How to select your Atomizer and Cartridge

To select your atomizer or cartridge is easy as pie. If your kit ends with a "T" or "C" like eGo-T, eGo-C or 510-T your electronic cigarette uses a Tank Atomizer and Tank Cartridge. Our Joyetech batteries can use either a Joye Standard Atomizer with Poly filled Cartridges or the new Joye Tank Style Atomizers and Cartridges. Matching Atomizers and Cartridges is made simple. Atomizers and Cartridges have matching product names and live highlighted links in the product description when clicked on will take you to the matching Atomizer or Cartridge product page.
to custom blend base. 100% VG bases due to a higher sweetness and viscosity will create a more subtle flavor profile; a slight reduction in throat hit and shorter atomizer life. Note: Flavors and color will be different dependent on the Smoke Juice base, nicotine level selected, storage temperature and age (Steep Time). The longer the flavors steep the darker the juice will get over time. A flavor in the 100% VG Smoke Juice base will taste different than the same flavor in a 60/40 Custom Blend base. The same goes for the nicotine selected. Higher nicotine levels or lower nicotine levels will change the flavor profile of the liquid.

Example: Smoke Juices that are ordered in a higher nicotine levels will be darker in color than Juices of the same flavor that are ordered in a lower nicotine level base. Smoke Juices that are ordered in the 100% VG base will be darker in color than Juices ordered in a Custom Blend base. Steep Time (All Juices are custom made to each order and will darken over time as the flavor steep and develops in the base this is normal)

How many cigarettes is the bottle of Smoke Juice equal to?

There are approximately 20 drops of Smoke Juice per milliliter. Example using 24 mg Smoke Juice, there would be 1.2 mg of nicotine per drop (24 mg ÷ 20 drops).

A Regular cigarette contains approximately 1.2 mg of nicotine in each cigarette, or 24 mg of nicotine per pack (1.2 mg x 20 cigarettes).

A Light cigarette contains approximately .7 mg of nicotine in each cigarette, or 14 mg of nicotine per pack (.7 mg x 20 cigarettes).

A Ultra Light cigarette contains approximately .5 mg of nicotine in each cigarette, or 10 mg of nicotine per pack (.5 mg x 20 cigarettes).

Note: No scientific studies have actually been performed with regular users of e-cigarettes to determine how much of the liquid nicotine, if any, is burnt up or evaporates before it hits the lungs. Therefore, the numbers represented above indicate the maximum amount of nicotine intake assuming that 100% of the nicotine and the user of an electric cig. It should also be noted that, although nicotine is addictive, no studies have shown nicotine to be a carcinogen. It is simply "the fix" that cigarette smokers crave. It is recommended that those who have a demonstrated sensitivity to nicotine, are pregnant or breastfeeding or who have unstable heart conditions, should discuss the use of any nicotine delivery device with a doctor before using.

Can I use my "E Cigarette, E-Cig, Personal Vaporizer" anywhere?

Your E-Cig emits only water vapor. Currently, there is no federal regulation concerning the use of your personal vaporizer as they do not currently fall under the tobacco ban. Electronic cigarettes are currently not subject to restriction under the Nevada Clean Indoor Air Act. Of course, you should always abide by the local laws and wishes of the establishment you are vapiing in. We have always explained the device and have taken it apart showing what it actually is. After this demonstration, the establishment has always allowed us to continue use.

"E Cigarette, E-Cig, Personal Vaporizer" Can anyone purchase one?

E-Cigs/Personal Vaporizers are intended for adults that are of the legal smoking age. You should consult your physician before use if you suffer from high blood pressure, heart disease, pregnancy or suffer from allergic reactions to PG based products (but not limited to these conditions). If you have high blood pressure, pregnant or nursing a baby, heart disease or allergic to any PG products or nicotine. IMPORTANT PRECAUTIONS: **KEEP ALL LIQUIDS, CARTRIDGES AND ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES, OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND PETS **IF YOU EXPERIENCE SORE THROAT OR HEADACHES DISCONTINUE USE OF THESE PRODUCTS. THIS COULD BE A SIGN OF AN ALLERGIC REACTION. TOO MANY PUFS WERE TAKEN WITH THE MG LEVEL PURCHASED** ALWAYS STORE SMOKE JUICES E-LIQUIDS AND CARTRIDGES IN A COOL DARK PLACE OUT OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT AND OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN AND PETS **LEGAL NOTE** These products are NOT intended to affect the structure or function of the body or to diagnose, treat, cure, mitigate or prevent disease. Information contained herein is for educational purposes only and are not intended to replace the advice of your health care professional. If you choose to purchase any of these products you do so at your own risk. THEVAPORPRO® and its affiliated websites will under no circumstances, directly or indirectly, be held responsible or liable for any loss, damage or injury that is caused, or alleged to have been caused by use of any product purchased from this website or any of its affiliated websites.
Wicked Vapor® E-Liquid - Smoke Juice

We offer our customers only the best and more choices from the exotic to fruit and tobacco flavors. All bottles are MADE IN THE USA in either our WickedVapor® line or our Premium SinfulVapor® line and both are the best e Liquid / eJuice / Smoke Juice with all bottles having a child resistant cap. Taste our WickedVapor® available in 2 bases - either our Custom Blend PG60/VG40 or VG Base and 6 nicotine levels 0mg thru 36mg and the SinfulVapor® in either the Custom Blend PG60/VG40 or VG Base and 5 nicotine levels - 0mg thru 22mg.

All of our WickedVapor® and SinfulVapor® USA liquids are the freshest available as they are made to your personal specifications within minutes of the order being placed and Stamped With A BORN ON DATE. This is the day your Juice was made for you "THIS IS NOT AN EXPIRATION DATE". Sold in the industry's first UV light protected PE bottle.

With over 60 e-liquid flavors like USA MLB 2 e-liquid, Peach Smoke Juice, Desert Ship e-liquid, Crazy Clove Smoke Juice, RUM Smoke Juice, Madagascar Vanilla, Coumarin Pipe and many more. Come and check out the entire line of flavors.

Save a ton of money and get the quality and best e Liquid, eJuice / Smoke Juice you can find in a variety of flavors. A 30ml bottle can refill many cartridges! Its Wicked Hot.

Save! Save! Save! Our UV protected 30ml Bottle is less expensive compared to the competition’s 10ml Bottles or pre-filled cartridges. All genuine Joye cartridges can be filled in seconds.

Price of E-Liquid / E-Juice / Smoke Juice Per Milliliter

$0.33 per milliliter ~ thevaporpro.com ~ 30 ml for $9.95

$0.45 per milliliter ~ electronicsix ~ 30 ml for $13.95
NEW FLAVORS

ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES
JOY E-Cab
JOY eGo/C / JOY eGo-T / JOY eGo / Joy eGo-CC
Accessories
Batteries And Atomizers
Cartridges
Starter Kits
Accessories Guide

JOY 510
Accessories
Batteries - Atomizers
Cartridges
Starter Kits
Accessories Guide

JOY 510-T

ISOKA BCC
SINFUL VAPORS® E-LIQUID
SHIPPING - WARRANTY
VIDEOS / REVIEWS & LINKS
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
FAQ'S (FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS)
E CIGARETTE BLOG

BEST E LIQUID
E LIQUID FLAVORS

Browse By

Category
Wicked Vapor® All Other Flavors (40)
Wicked Vapor® Fruit Flavors (28)
Wicked Vapor® Tobacco Flavors (23)
DIY E - Liquids - Smoke Juice (12)
NEW FLAVORS (2)

USA MADE MLB 2
TOBACCO Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
22 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.95
Wholesale Price: $13.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA FRENCH VANILLA
Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
1 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA CAPPUCINO II
Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
3 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

AMERICAN TOBACCO
Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
Retail Price: $39.95
Wholesale Price: $13.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA SIZZLING HOT
CINNAMON Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
10 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist

USA Big Green Demon
Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
6 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist

THE VAPORPRO WHOLESALE TO THE PUBLIC WEBSITE HAS MADE SHOPPING EVEN EASIER NO COUPON CODES ARE NECESSARY - BUT WE DO OFFER MONTHLY SPECIALS. SEND US AN EMAIL TO FIND OUT THE CURRENT MONTH'S SPECIAL. WE DELIVER THE BEST PRICE EVERY DAY!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Retail Price</th>
<th>Wholesale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEABERRY Smoke Juice</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTON CANDY Smoke Juice</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST COAST MENTHOL Tobacco</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTREME ICE Smoke Juice</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANILLA TOBACCO Smoke Juice</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST COAST TOBACCO Smoke Juice</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE CURED TOBACCO Smoke Juice</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
USA RY4 Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
26 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $9.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA RUM Smoke Juice / E-Liquid Large 30ml Bottle
7 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA CRAZY CLOVE Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
10 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA BLACK CHERRY Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
12 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA PEACH Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
11 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA AMAZING APPLE Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
29 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA CRAZY COLA Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
18 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA SUPER STRAWBERRY Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
22 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA CHOCOLATE CHIP MINT Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle
4 Review(s)
Retail Price: $29.99
Wholesale Price: $7.95
Add to Wishlist
Add to Compare

USA HAZELNUT Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle

USA CREME DE MENTHE Smoke Juice / E-Liquid 30ml Bottle

Super Blue Foam (The Cartridge Foam Upgrade)